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This is just a simple and unique program which has been designed to download GTA 5 for Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, and XP operating system. Also, this can be used to download GTA 5 for Xbox One and PlayStation 4 for PC players. You need to just install this program
on your computer to download GTA 5 for your operating system. This program is completely safe to use, and even it includes a friendly user interface as well. All the necessary necessary settings are provided to the user so that downloading can be efficiently done.
While selecting the programs you want to download, it takes just few seconds. Also, during downloading, the program automatically pauses whenever you stop. Even it takes time to pause when you are in the middle of downloading. That is really a good thing. This
software is completely safe to use, and even you can easily delete the unwanted files after downloading. Also, it is completely free to use. This is very easy and user-friendly application. Also if this is not a problem and you simply cannot get it to work then try to
create an empty folder called Steam with a capital letter E in the “drive_c” where the GTA.exe file that you previously downloaded should be placed (make a backup of the GTA.exe file in case you need to revert back) I have the same problem. I bought the GTA V
collection and when I tried the game, it said "this game requires a running VC Runtime" and then it went into "no VC Runtime installed" and stayed there. I was looking everywhere to find a real solution and I even downloaded the latest VC runtime dll, the one that
states "The program is protected against malicious software such as Trojan horses, worms, time bombs, and other potentially destructive programs." and I restarted my computer and it still didn't work.
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make sure to check out the installation instructions and download links below. version 3.x uses custom xinput1_*.dll file. some new games or old games after their latest updates do not permit custom xinput1_*. therefore version 3.x doesnt work with these games
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